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Gedeon Richter Plc. streamlines its business processes 
and significantly reduces paper volumes with Ascertia 

Client 

  

 

Business Need 

Gedeon Richter Plc. is one of Hungary’s most recognised pharmaceutical companies and a regional 
multinational player in Central Europe. It is a group of companies with more than 5,000 employees in 
Hungary and 13,000 employees in more than 50 countries worldwide. 

In the scope of digitisation, streamlining business processes and moving toward paperless offices 
created a strong need for the deployment of a digital solution. This was significantly accelerated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic and the need to continue to ensure compliance with stringent pharmaceutical 
industry requirements. 

Selection Process 

Gedeon Richter chose Ascertia’s SigningHub solution because of its simple, intuitive workflow 
management, extensive functionality, integration capabilities and the possibility of an on-premise 
deployment option. 

Solution 

Gedeon Richter uses Ascertia's ADSS signing service and SigningHub workflow management to 
electronically sign large volumes of internal documents essential to the pharmaceutical industry while 
maintaining the ability to integrate the signing capability provided by an external trust service provider 
(TSP). This solution ensures that business processes are accelerated and authenticated remotely, 
removing the need to sign documents in-person or in a specific location. 



Result  

Ascertia’s solutions have provided Gedeon Richter with business value that has made many business 
processes faster, simpler and more efficient. The amount of paper used and the need for personal 
interaction for document signing has decreased, reducing the ecological footprint of pharmaceutical 
production. 
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“
Ascertia has provided us with streamlined integration and technical support, creating a 

solution we can use as a standalone system but with opportunity to integrate in future. With 
the help of SigningHub, we have made our processes more efficient and faster. We strive to 

leverage the solution’s functional capabilities in as many business processes as possible. 

 

Lajos Simon | CIO at Gedeon Richter   
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